South Central Neonatal HCAI Transfer guidelines June 2011
Every neonatal unit has a responsibility to accept babies requiring transfer. Delays may arise from lack of capacity however colonisation with alert organisms [e.g. MRSA,
PVL MSSA, ESBL, VRE] should not be a reason for refusal of a baby. The small increase in risk of nursing a colonised baby on an open ward (with good hand hygiene,
enhanced infection control precautions, and decolonisation treatment) has to be balanced against the increased risk of a poorly functioning network in which babies
frequently are not transferred because of their bacterial colonisation status. The purpose of this document is to state an expert opinion that on the whole the risk of a
poorly functioning network is greater than that of transferring babies colonised with multi-resistant organisms. Each neonatal unit has a responsibility to prevent transfer of
a colonising organism to other babies. The gold standard in some NNUs will be isolation in a cubicle, but where this is not available other interventions should prevent
cross-transfer of multi-resistant ‘alert’ organisms. Follow the flow chart as below:
Is there a cubicle available, which can be safely staffed?
•
No

Yes

Transfer baby
into cubicle

High risk

Low risk (anything other than high risk)

•
•

Referring NNU is currently experiencing an
‘outbreak’ (formally decided by consultant
microbiologist and clinical director) caused by
the alert organism
Alert organism is causing invasive disease
Alert organism is found in a discharging wound

Plan baby transfer to open ward
Check referral centre’s latest MRSA and other screening, and infection control management, including dates of
decolonisation treatments
Allocate baby to most appropriate bed space (i.e. consider proximity to most vulnerable, cohorting with other colonised
babies, adjacent hand washing facilities)
•
•

Preferably in incubator
Open cot if incubator not appropriate

Commence enhanced infection control precautions (e.g. use apron and gloves for every patient contact, consider
‘Contact Precautions’ sign) and consider decolonisation treatment (e.g. Octenidine). Length of enhanced control
precautions to continue according to local policy (i.e. until screened negative, infection resolved)
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Consultant-to-consultant
risk management
discussion.
Transfer, with a high
preference for transfer
to a cubicle in the
accepting hospital, or
defer transfer.

